EMERGING CONDITION MONITORING TECHNOLOGIES FOR RAILWAY TRACK COMPONENTS AND SPECIAL TRACKWORK
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ABSTRACT
North American Railroads and the United States Department of Transportation (US DOT) Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) require periodic inspection of railway infrastructure to ensure the safety of railway operation. Tracks that are subjected to heavy haul or high-speed traffic necessitate frequent inspection and more stringent maintenance requirements, but present railroads with less time to accomplish it. The international railroad community has undertaken significant research to develop innovative applications for advanced technologies with the objective of improving the process of visual track inspection. Some of these technologies are currently in use or under development for a variety of railroad inspection tasks, both wayside and mobile. This paper presents an overview of different systems for condition monitoring applications for inspection of railway components. These technologies, in conjunction with defect analysis and comparison with historical data, will enhance the ability for longer-term predictive health assessment of the track system and its components, more informed and proactive maintenance strategies, and improved understanding of track structure degradation and failure modes.

INTRODUCTION
Railroads conduct regular inspections of their track in order to maintain safe and efficient operation. In addition to internal railroad inspection procedures, periodic track inspections are required under the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) Track Safety Standards. The importance of high quality data for track condition monitoring has led to the development of new technologies for data collection and defect analysis. Interim approaches to automated track inspection are also possible, which have the potential to improve inspection effectiveness and efficiency.

Heavy haul or high speed rail (HSR) infrastructure requires frequent inspection and more stringent maintenance requirements, and leave railroads less time to accomplish it due to frequent train operation. This makes them excellent candidates for cost-effective investment in new, more efficient, but potentially more capital-intensive inspection technologies.

This paper presents an overview of innovative systems for condition monitoring applications currently in use or under development for the inspection of railway track components. These technologies, in conjunction with defect analysis and comparison with historical data, will enhance longer-term predictive health assessment of the track system and its components, more informed and proactive maintenance strategies, and improved understanding of track structure degradation and failure modes.

EMERGING CONDITION MONITORING TECHNOLOGIES FOR TRACK INSPECTION
The international railroad community has conducted significant research to develop innovative applications for advanced technologies with the objective of improving track inspection. Automatization of the inspection tasks has been developed in conjunction with the different technologies (cameras, sensors, computer processors, etc.) to best match the needs of the railway industry and improve safety, planning, and maintenance strategies. The technological advances presented in this paper have occurred in the past ten years, including applications in revenue service and under continuous improvement with others still in the research stage.
Emerging Track Inspection Technologies Using Machine Vision

Machine vision systems are currently in use or under development for a variety of railroad inspection tasks, both wayside and mobile, including inspection of joint bars, surface defects in the rail, rail profile, ballast profile, track gauge, intermodal loading efficiency, railcar structural components, and railcar safety appliances (1). The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) has been involved in multiple railroad machine-vision research projects sponsored by the Association of American Railroads (AAR), BNSF Railway, NEXTRANS Region V Transportation Center, and the Transportation Research Board (TRB) High-Speed Rail IDEA Program (1-10).

Rail Surface Defects

The Institute of Digital Image Processing (IDIP) in Austria has developed a machine vision system for rail surface inspection during the rail manufacturing process (11). Currently, rail inspection is carried out by inspection personnel and complemented with eddy current systems. The objective of this machine vision system is to replace visual inspections on rail production lines. The machine vision system uses a spectral image differencing procedure (SIDP) to generate three-dimensional (3D) images and detect surface defects (Figure 1). The cameras can capture images at speeds up to 37 miles per hour (mph) (60 kilometers per hour (kph)). Although the system is currently being used only in rail production lines, it can also be attached to an inspection vehicle for field inspection of rail.

![Figure 1. Diagram showing equipment layout for rail surface inspection during the manufacturing process (11)](image)

Additionally, the Institute of Intelligent Systems for Automation (ISSIA) in Italy has been researching and developing a system for detecting rail corrugation (12). The system uses images with 512x2048 pixels in resolution, artificial light, and classification of texture to identify surface defects (Figure 2). The system is capable of acquiring images at speeds up to 125 mph (200 kph). Three image-processing methods have been proposed and evaluated by IIASA: Gabor, wavelet, and Gabor wavelet. Gabor was selected as the preferred processing technique. Currently, the technology has been implemented through the patented system known as Visual Inspection System for Railways (VISyR).

![Figure 2. Example images from the ISSIA system for detecting rail corrugation (12)](image)

Rail Wear

The Moscow Metro and the State of Common Means of Moscow have developed a photonic system to measure railhead wear (13). The system consists of 4 CCD cameras and 4 laser lights mounted on an inspection vehicle. The cameras are connected to a central computer that receives images every 20 nanoseconds (ns). The system extracts the profile of the rail using two methods (cut-off and tangent) and the results are ultimately compared with pre-established rail wear templates.

Tie Condition

The Georgetown Rail Equipment Company (GREX) has developed and commercialized a crosstie inspection system called AURORA (14). The objective of the system is to inspect and classify the condition of timber and concrete crossties (Figure 3). Additionally, the system can be adapted to measure rail seat abrasion (RSA), also known as rail seat deterioration (RSD), and detect defects in fastening systems. AURORA uses high-definition cameras and high-voltage lasers as part of the lighting arrangement and is capable of inspecting 70,000 ties per hour at a speed of 30-45 mph (48-72 kph). The system is capable of replicating results obtained by track inspectors with an accuracy of 88%.

![Figure 3. Example output from Georgetown Rail Equipment Company crosstie inspection system (AURORA) (14)](image)

Since 2008, Napier University in Sweden has been researching the use of machine vision technology for inspection of timber crossties (15). Their system evaluates the condition of the ends of the ties and classifies them into one of two categories: good or bad. This classification is performed by evaluating quantitative parameters such as the number, length,
and depth of cracks, as well as the condition of the tie plate (Figure 4). Experimental results showed that the system has an accuracy of 90% with respect to the correct classification of ties. Future research work includes evaluation of the center portion of the ties and integration with other non-destructive testing (NDT) applications.

Fastening Systems

Visual Inspection System for Railways (VISyR) is a patented commercial system that has been developed for detecting hexagonal bolts in European fastening systems (18). VISyR collects real-time image data at a maximum speed of 125 mph (200 kph). Cameras capture images of 1,024 pixels per line and artificial lighting (OSRAM 41 850 FL) is used to provide adequate illumination for image capture (Figure 6). The image processing system uses discrete wavelet transforms for bolt detection in real-time. VISyR also includes a module for detecting rail surface defects. The system has an accuracy of 99.6% for detecting visible bolts and 95% for detecting missing bolts. It has also been tested for the detection of elastic fasteners with similar accuracies.

Ballast

The ISSIA has also been developing a system capable of reconstructing 3 dimensional (3D) surfaces of the ballast section (17). The objective of the system is to detect anomalous conditions within the ballast surface that are indicative of situations that could result in a loss of track stability. The system finds the depth of ballast voids from a set of 2D images. Next, the system uses high definition cameras of 2048 pixels per line and uses stereo matching techniques to generate the 3D images. Since the method employed to process images requires significant computational power, future work will be aimed at improving the analysis technique in order to make the system feasible for revenue service.

General Track Structure Inspection

The University of Central Florida has been developing a system for measuring track gauge and inspecting fasteners (20). The system uses high-speed CCD cameras with a resolution of 1,024x768 pixels. The camera is synchronized with strobe lights to minimize the difference in contrast during the day. Additionally, sun shields were mounted in the cart to eliminate the effect of shadows in the images. The system detects the edges of the rails, and by exploiting the known distance between the two cameras, provides an estimate for track gauge.
Future work includes the implementation of the system for revenue service and the development of algorithms to detect other types of track component defects.

The FRA and ENSCO began development of a machine-vision-based joint bar inspection system in 2002 (21). The system uses high-resolution cameras with high-powered xenon lights to capture images of joint bars. It collects images at a maximum speed of 50 mph (80 kph). ENSCO has incorporated this technology into their VisiRail™ Joint Bar Inspection System (Figure 9). The system primarily finds external cracks in joint bars, but is also capable of inventorying the different types of bolted joints. Currently, the system requires manual interpretation of image data to determine true joint condition. Experimental results showed an accuracy of 98%, but under non-ideal track conditions the joint detection accuracy rate is 85%. ENSCO is continuing research and development efforts to improve their algorithms and increase the crack detection rate without increasing the number of false positives.

Commercial Systems

Cybernétique, in conjunction with the French National Railways (SNCF), has developed a commercial system for inspecting rails, fastening systems, the rail gap between joint bars, and reconstructing the ballast profile (22) (Figure 10). The system uses an optical system and machine vision to capture data at speeds of up to 200 mph (320 kph). The system is currently being used by the SNCF for track inspection.

Since 1990, Bildverarbeitungssysteme (bvSys) has developed a system for inspecting rails, fastening systems, ties, vegetation, cracks (concrete ties, slabs), surface analysis (ballast), object measurement, and video documentation (23). For rail inspection, the system uses monochrome, high-resolution, high-speed cameras and machine vision to capture data at speeds of up to 62 mph (100 kph). Special headlights ensure optimum illumination. For a complete inspection of the rail structure (ties, fastening system) the system is able to capture measurements at speeds higher than 124 mph (200 kph). The camera system is arranged vertically above the rails and consists of monochrome line scan cameras with a fixed focal length. Powerful halogen headlights illuminate the inspection area (Figure 11).

Beena Vision (United States) has developed SurfView, a machine vision system for rail and track inspection (24). The system can be attached to an inspection vehicle for field inspection of rail. One on-board computer for data acquisition and display, and up to six cameras compose the system, known as SurfView (Figure 12). The system was also designed to detect missing, worn or broken track components.
Since 2005, EURAILSCOUT (Netherlands) has been working toward the development of a machine vision system for turnout inspection (25). Using advance computer vision algorithms the system is able to automatically analyze and examine missing fasteners, cracks in concrete ties, and ballast deficits. Two panorama cameras are used, and the system has a resolution of up to 1392x1032 pixels. Four color line-scan cameras with a resolution of 1x1 mm record the field and gage side of the track (Figure 13). Two black and white cameras with resolution of 1x1 mm are used to record ties. Four halogen lights are used for the color cameras and 6 for the black and white cameras. The system has a reported reliability of over 98%.

In 2009, EURAILSCOUT added a switch geometry measurement system to the previous developed system (Figure 14). The system uses laser to scan the track every 20 mm at a speed of 25 mph (40 kph), resulting in a quantitative three-dimensional profile. Also, horizontal and vertical wear can be obtained as well as cross-sectional measurements. Additionally, different geometry parameters including gauge, and cross-level can be also calculated.

![Figure 13. Example data from EURAILSCOUT’s Turnout inspection system (25)](image1)

**Dynamic Track Stiffness Measurement**

Track modulus measurement provides important information on the performance of the track relative to subjected loads. Additionally, it can identify potential problems with the track superstructure or structures. Adequate track support leads to a better ride quality and less problems associated with vehicle/track interaction (27). Different countries have developed equipment to measure the stiffness of the track, including United States (TTCI and University of Nebraska), China, The Netherlands, Sweden, and Czech Republic. In most cases, the basic equations of the theory of a beam on an elastic foundation are used to obtain the track modulus. The difference lies on how the response of the track is obtained.

The system that has been developed in The Netherlands (Figure 16a) uses a technology called high-speed deflectograph, which is based on Doppler and inertial sensors. The system measures the bending velocity of the rail under the wheel then outputs and estimate of track modulus. TTCI has developed the Track Loading Vehicle (TLV). This vehicle is able to measure the vertical and lateral stiffness of the track. The TLV measures the total deflection of the track using laser sensors. The Swedish National Rail Administration has developed a model to calculate the track stiffness measuring force and dynamic excitation of the track (Figure 16b). Further work includes the correlation of the dynamic track stiffness measurements with GPR data.

![Figure 15. Image showing a typical Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) system (26)](image2)
The University of Southampton has been developing a method to measure the track modulus in fixed points using geophones and normal service high-speed trains (28). Their system measures the dynamic response of the track in real conditions. The theoretical model is based on the equation of a beam on an elastic foundation. Low frequency geophones are attached to the end of the ties (Figure 17) to measure the dynamic response of the track (velocity) and then uses different mathematical algorithms to obtain the track modulus.

Figure 17. Geophone attached to the end of a tie as a part of the measuring system (28)

Since 2006, the University of Wollongong in Australia has been researching the dynamic response of heavy haul track using the impact hammer procedure (28). Initially the track is instrumented with accelerometers and a hammer in used to excite the track (Figure 18). The accelerations are measured and using a two-degree-of-freedom (2DOF) model the dynamic response is calculated. Based on the results a dynamic integrity evaluation of the track is performed.

Figure 18. Impact Hammer Equipment developed by the University of Wollongong (29)

Switch Bolts
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (Virginia Tech) has been working to develop an effective method for monitoring the loosening of the bolted joints (switch point rods). Loose bolts were found as one of the main causes of crack formation in the bolted joints (30). Early detection of loosening of bolted joints in railroad switches is of great importance in mitigating the risk of derailment and reducing the need for frequent visual inspection of the switches’ mechanical condition. The study focuses on the use of smart materials and structures for the health monitoring of bolted joints using piezoelectric transducers (Figure 19) and an impedance-based structural health monitoring technique. Additionally, the concept of self-healing bolted joints is applied in order to automatically retighten the loosened bolts to their functional conditions.

Aided Visual Track Inspection
The objective of aided visual track inspection technology is to help and guide inspectors through their daily tasks. However, they still rely on human judgment to identify defects in different track components. The advantage of these systems is digitalization of information that can later be used for a more realistic maintenance strategy.

Visual Crosstie (Sleeper) inspection – PDA
TieInspect is a comprehensive computerized crosstie inspection system that has been developed by ZetaTech, to accurately and efficiently collect tie condition data, based on a tie inspector’s condition assessment (31). The system is outfitted with a handgrip input device, which is connected to a palmtop computer (Figure 20). All inspection data is stored on the handheld and is downloaded to any computer for analysis and reporting. Tie inspectors walk every tie with the unit and give a grade based on condition using a handgrip that is attached to the computer. Four different grades can be given to a tie by an inspector: Good, Marginal, Bad, and Failed.

Figure 19. Piezoelectric transducers used for health monitoring of bolted joints by Virginia Technological University (30)
In addition, these systems, in conjunction with defect analysis and comparison with historical data, will enhance the ability for longer-term predictive assessment of the health of the track system and its components, more informed and proactive maintenance strategies, and improved understanding of track structure degradation and failure modes.
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